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1. - Introduction 
.. ·.· The Einsteiuean theo~y c,f relativity, wa~ the .first 01ic 

to r~ve~fa sy1{11iietry in the 1>roperties of space.and time, 
the subsequent generalizations iiitn~ducing a proper time. 
for each particle · [l] and for: eachs1$ace point x [2]: equalized 
in right space and time still more. It is interesting to take· 
a next step on ·.thi~ way and. to co~1'si<l~r a mor~' c~nsisfent. 
from relativistic viewpoint theory with the equal nuinber of 
space a11dtime co-or<linat~s whe1.t, · · · .. 

·•(A) - ( .•A)T ·. ::, (.A)''_:_'((. A)T/t 
X Jt - . -:-X,.t ii' - _, :; X . - X, t · , 

' I ' 

(Here an<). in what follows:,the'supcrs_cript:'T" denotes.the' 
transpose, three-dimensiomtl vectors in 'x- and t-subspaces . 

. I·. . . I /. . • • • • • • .. • 

will be.markecl'fiispedively by bold syu1bols_ancLby-'ahat, 
six-dimei1sional-vectors we ·denote by•bol<l·sy111bols with the 

· hat; values ?f greeic ai1d iati11 indkes µ < 6, k ~ 3). The. 
·. mo~t sati°sfactory variant of. such a tlH)ory' \Vas developed 

by E..A.B.Cole [3 ~ 5]. His theory' has ,an elegant rn.ath-
ematicci.l form, but a.t present stage it has setious diffi~ul:
tfes due to a presenc~ of objects with'negative.energy, to a 
sp ontan~ou~ ·, creatioii . of • partides, w h?'t. re·sults in . vacuum. 

.. non-stability and to a possibilitY of exotic.decays in which · 
the secondaries mass excels tl{e decaying particle mas~. It 
is not clear, . i~ .·. that ~n essential·. featu;re of· the rn.1.11 ti-tinie 
approach restricting its appliGability only by. a ultra-small 
space:-tirrie regions as it is' emphi1sized by Cole [5] or oi1e 
may sidestep th~· difficulties using some additional pliysi~al 

. conditions. . · .. . · . . . , · 
, ',. ' ' I ' . ,' 

The goal of our pape_r is· to c01isider. the peculiarities of 
the ~ulti-time_ theory by inea:hs_ of a,:sirriple exmr1ple_ of a 
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plane electromagnetic wave motion in order that to more 
exactly understand the physical meaning of equation so
lutions with negative energy and to point out conditions 
excepting vacuum non-stability and exotic decays_. It will 
be shown, one can gain that by means of the causality prin
ciple restricting acceptable types of time trajectories. 

Section 2 considers the plane wave solutions of the gen
eralized multi-time Maxwell equations. In Sec. 3 the six
dimensional momentum-energy vector of plane wave is de
rived, and in Sec. 4 we discuss conditions by which the total 
energy of any plane.wave remains always positive defined. 

2. - Plane waves in multi-dimensional time. 

We shall use a multi-time generalization of Maxwell 
equations found by Cole (6, 7]. In empty space, in absence 
of charges and currents, it comes to a consideration of an 
equation 

(1) V2A-V(VA) = o, 

where (A)µ = (-A, A)~ is the six-dimensional vector po

tential, (V)µ = (-V, ◊),, and ◊i = -8/8ti are del oper
ators. The last tern1: of equation (1) vanishes due to the 
extended Lorentz condition 

(2) VA=O. 

As a rectilinear world-line of plane wave can be defined 
by the vector ft = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, O)r, the equations (1), (2) 
can be written in the form 

_____,,._ _ _;;; a _..::s:z .,, 
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(3) a2 A/ at2 
- c

2a2 A/ ax2 = o 

(4) 8A4/8t + 8Aif8x = 0. 

Further, just as in ·the known one-time theory, the first term 
in ( 4) is turned into zero by means of a gauge and we get 
then from the equation (3): 

8Aif8t = const, 

i.e. the component A1 bears no relation to a wave process 
and can be removed. It means out that the potentials A 
and .A are transverse vectors: A .. · ft = o·. 

The electric field tensor looks now as 

(5) 
... .,.., ,., 1 . . ( 0 As 
E . AV-VA . c- -~2 0 

- -A3 0 1') 
(The solution of a wave equation corresponding to a wave 
moving along the vector n satisfies the condition BAµ/ Bx = 
-Aµ/ c). Let us introduce the three-dimensional electric 
fields Ek = (E1k, E2·k, E3k) and Ek = (Ek1, Ek2, Ek3). It is 
easy_ to prove that the fields Ek and Ek for k = 2, 3 are 

A • 

longitudi1:al vectors, but E1 . and E 1. are. transversal ones: 

E1 · n = E1 · n = 0. 
From the . formal point of view the appearance of the 

longitudinal electric field is stipulated by the impossibility 
to' remove by means of the gauge tra:?-sf~rmation more. than 
one component of the three-vector A. 
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Using for Ei and Ei the expressions from ( 5), one can 
prove that the magnetic field 

a 
H = V X A= -(·- 1 atn X A= n X E1 

and the '' time-magnetie'' field 

A A A a A A c = -v x A= c- 1-n x A= f1 x E1 
at 

· are also transverse ones: H • n = G · n = 0. The absolutP 

values H = IE1I, G · IE1 I-
As we see, in the multi-dimensional ,vorld the elc1ctro

niagnetic wave becomPs apparent in two essence: in .r
subspace it looks as a superposition of the transverse ,vav;c, 
(E1, H) and the longitudinal wave EL, in t-suhspac·c1 it is a 
sum of the tr~msv5~rse wave (E1, G) and tlw longitudinal orn' 
with the vc>ctor E1,. The strueture of the plane' wave' in .r
and t-subspaces is completdy syuunetrieal -- that part of 
the wave which in :r-subspace is transversal in t-subspan' 
becomes longitudinal and. eonversely (sec' Fig.). Dc~pPwl
i:1g on their signs the longitudini1l fidd strC'ngth(~ns. ~I.· and 
Ek(A: = 2, 3) can be in parallels or antiparallels to th<' di
rection of the space and time V<:'ctors n and 11. 

3. - Momentum-energy of a plane wave 

The derived with th<> help of the canonical ruks 
momentum-energy tensor of Plectromagnetic fidd 

TJW = ~ (F'' Ffi11 + !( JW F F>..') . 47r h 4 .7 >.., 
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distinguishes from the respective tensor of one-time theory _ 
only by a number of components. If the electromagnetic 
field tensor :F1,v = fJA.1J fJ:rv - fJAv/ fJ:r 11 is represented in the 
form 

F= ( -H E) 
-ET G ' 

where H, G , E are 3 x 3 rnatrixes then T 1iv can be written 
~n the similc1:r matrix form also: 

TJlV = ( ti !2 )/IV 
T3 T4 · 

2_ ( - HH - FE - HE - EG ) /IV 1 · 
47r . ETH+ GET ETE + GG . + 81rgµv (H2 + 62 - E2)' 
where 

;3 ;3 

E2 =EE~= I:E;. 
i=l . i=l 

Taking into account the n~lations 
A A 

2 
A A A2 

(HH)ik = H/h -. DikH. , ( GG)ik, = GiGk - 8ikG 
A AT A A ATA 

(EE )ik = EiEk ' (E E )ik = EiEk 
A7'A AA ' 

(E H)ik = -(HE)ik = (Ei X H) 
A A \ A AT A A 

(EG)ik _:_ -(GE )ik = (Ei X Gk),· 

which can be proved by means of the explicit expressions for 
thP matrixes E, H ancl G we g·et the following expressions 
for the tensors 'l\: 

- ik - - - I 2 - 2 A 2 
41rT 1 = -EiEk - HiHk + 28ik(H - G + E ) 

A ik _ , I · 2 A 2 A 2 
41rT4 - EiEk + GiGk + 2bik(H - G - E ) 

A 'k A "k A A 

41rT!1. = 41rTt. = (Ek x H)i...:.. (Ei X G)k 
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Owing to the symmetry yµv 
linked by the relations 

yvµ the tensors T? are 

A ik A ki 
T1 = T1' 

A ik A ki 
T4 = T4' 

A ik A ki 
T2 =T3 

It must be noted also that ·up to a sign the expressions 
for T? are symmetrical with respect to pairs of the fields 

A A A "k A 'k A 'k A 'k 
(Ek, H) and (Ek, G): Ti -:-t T4, T2 ~ T2 under. the 
change Ek~ iEk, H ~ iG and backward. 

It is easy to satisfy oneself that by 

Ei ~ E8lk . , (Ei)k ~ Ei8lk , G ~ 0 

all above.written e_xpressions turn into the known Maxwell's. 
theory formula. 

Let us define a six-dimensional momentum-energy vector 

Pµ = j yµvdsv 
. -

where dsv = nvdV and dV is an element of a three
dimensional hypersurface. In particular case of a plane wave 
when the direction of its time-trajectory is taken as the t1-. -
axis 

A lk 

J k { J T 3 dV µ = k. < 3 
pµ = 'I? TkdV = - J'I'l~dV, µ = 3 + k 

So, the field momentum-energy density 

(6) f> = (Wr + WL)ft 

where 
I 

·2 ·2 2 2 2 
Wr = (A2 + A3/1rc = (E1 + H )/81r 
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and 

•2 •2 A2 A2 
WL = -(A5 + A6)/81r = -(E1 + G )/81r 

are the energies of the transverse and the longitudinal fields. 
As we see the three-dimensional energy and momentum 

vectors of a plane wave are directed along its world-line 
x and their transverse components Pk, k =f. 1, 4, equal to 
zero always. The momentum-energy of the transverse fiel<l 
component (E1 , H) is positive, meanwhile not only the mo
mentum but also the energy o_f the longitudinal field EL are 
negative. 

4. - Discussion 

It would seem strange, that a part of the wave energy 
is negative, however, an analogues situation takes place in 
the Maxwell. electrodynamics also where a "scalar photon" 
energy is negative. Because the multi-component electro
magnetic wave is an unitary object, only its sumniary en
ergy is physically significant and its negative part is never 
observed. In the six_-dimensional theory t?,e total wave en
ergy (6) must be positive also, i. e. Wr 2:: IWLI and the 
transverse component prevails always over the longitudinal 
one: IE1I > IE1I- In this case the plane wave momentum is 
directed along the x 1-axis and the wave is developing along 
ti-axes from the past into the future. 

The mathematically acceptable solution with negative 
energy Wr + WL < 0 corresponding to an incoming wave 
with backward space and time directions must be rejected 
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if we take into account the causality principle. 
In -the boundary case of equal amplitudes E1 = .Ef = 

H 2 = G2 the complete compensation of the transverse and 
the longitudinal components occurs (similar to the com
pensation· of the scalar and longitudinal components of a 
plane wave in the one-time theory). the momentum-energy 
(6) turns into zero and the wave disappears. 

So, as in the usual IVIaxwell electrodynamics the energies 
of aH outgoing plane waves in six-dimensional world are pos
itive and these waves develop along the- positive directions 
of all time axes ti. 

The considered example of a plane_electromagnetic waves 
promotes that an analogues situation takP place in the gen
eral cases: clue to the causality principle all wave solutions 
describing the motion of particles correspond to time' tra
jec_tories with positive projections Ti 2:: 0 awl, respectively. 
to energy vectors with positive components. That forbids 
spontaneous creaticms of groups of particles from vacuum 
and exotic decays in which the mass of secondaries C'Xceeds 
the decaying particle mass, since every suC'h an evPnt is a<'
companied always by a time-reverse motion along PVPn if 
one axis ti and by a violation of causation. 

It should be emphasized that the tinw n'versihility is 
only an approximate> property of theories with th('. finit(' 
number of particles and interconneetiC:ms mP,mwhih- chw to 
a non-exhaustive huge number of real intPrconnc'dions in 
Nature time reversibility cloesn't realizc>s, strictly sp<'akin~. 
even in microscopi(' pro('PSSPs, since it woulcl ckrnancl tl11, 
time turning of all these inmunerahlc' int<'n-onrn•d.ions. 
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Pacc~rnTp1rnaIOTC51 CBO_HCTBa nnoCKHX BOflll B wecTl!Mep110M np,ocTpa11crne-npe~ 
Me11i1 M1111KoBcKoro c paBHhIM tJHcnoM npocTpa11crneHllhIX u npeMe11111,1x KoopmmaT. 
B x-rionnpocTpa11crne nomia xapaKTep1nyeTc51 TpeM51 oprnro11anhHh1M1i' npyr K npyry 

" .... / ' ' . 
neKTOpHbIMII nopHMH, nna : 1n KOTOphIX 51Bn51IO.TC51 nonepequbIMH, · a TpeTbe. -
npo,D.OflbllblM 110. OTl!OlUel!IIIO K Hanpannem110 pacnpoCTpa11emrn BOflllbl. 3uepnrn 
nonepe•rnhix H np'ono!JhHOH noneii-K0Mno11e11T oKa3hmaeTc51, coorneTcrnemm,. 
IIOJIQ)!(HTenhlmii II OTpnuaTenhllOii;'onHaKO B c11ny np11im11mr npw11n111ocrn; pa3pe
wamw.ero 3B0fll0Ulll0 c·o6brr11ii BJ:lOnh ncex Tpex npeMeIIHblX riceii TOflhKO 113, 
npow~oro B, 6ynymee, no.irnrui 3Heprn51 BOJ!llbl BCerna flOflO)!(l!TeJJh~lllil, lJTO npe,D.OT- , 
npaw,aeT po)!(JJ.eHHe BOnH 113 BaKyyMa II aHOMMbHhle pacna,D.bl, 
nrnputJHhIX 6onhwe Macchi pacnanamiueiicH tJacTHUhI. · 

Pa6dra Bbmon11e1~a B na6opaTopm~ BbllJHCmITenb!IOH Te~ll;!KII II aBTO~HlTH3;UIHI 
0115111. . ., . . ' . ' . ,• . . . . . ' , 
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Baraslienkov V.S.;' Yur.'iev M;Z. E2-96-3· 
Electromagnetic Waves in Space with Three-Dimensional Time·, 

Properties of plane waves in sixdimensional Minkow~ki space-time with the 
equal nu,mber of space and time coordin~tes are c9nsiderel In x-subspace the wave 

. is characterized by three' orthogonal one to other vector field two of which. are 
transversal and-the third i~ longitudinal ~ith respect to the .direction of th'e ~ave 1 , 
motion. The energy' of tran'sver;eand longitudinal field-components is; re,spe~tively, 
positive a~d negative, however, due to the causality principle ·permitting the 
development along aH time axes only from, the past to the foture, the total wave 

'energy' is po~itive always,. what prevents: a' 'spontaneous, creation of wave~ from' I 

vacuum and exotic processes in which the fina!'mass exceeds the initial one. 
'', ' ,, ' ,, 1 
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